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Abstract

In this report we present a graphics package for data visualization in Structural
Biology. SBG/2-D is an X-window application supporting interactive visualization of
electron density data used by the Molecular Replacement Method for the determination
of the 3-D atomic structure of large macromolecules like viruses. SBG/2-D consists of
a set of routines for displaying electron density contour maps and mask maps in 2-D.
The data is displayed in sections, parallel to one of the principal planes of coordinates.
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Overview

In this report we present a graphics package for data visualization in Structural Biology.
SBG/2-D is an X-window application supporting the visualization of electron density data
used for the determination of the 3-D atomic structure of large macromolecules like viruses.
The phase refinement and extension used by the Molecular Replacement Method is a
computationally intensive task carried out as an iterative computation described in [8]. Given
a 3-D lattice with each grid point having an electron density value and a mask which identifies
the location of that grid point (protein, nucleic acid, or solvent) the procedure performs the
averaging of the electron density, and the flattening of the solvent to determine the molecular
envelope of a virus, which has a high degree of symmetry. Often, the 3-D lattice has more
than 10 million grid points and the computations can only be carried out in a reasonable
amount of time using a massively parallel system. This provides the rationale for designing
our graphics package as an X-window application. Computation and data rendering are done
on a parallel system and data is visualized on a graphics workstation connected by a high
speed network with the parallel system.
To support this computing model, namely a front-end graphics workstation connected via
high speed networks with computing engines with different architectures, we have designed
an intelligent collaborative problem solving environment called SB, Structural Biology [2]. A
catalog of objects (programs, data, etc.) is maintained for each project a user is undertaking.
Each object consists of a stub which contains a descriptor of the object stored on the frontend graphics workstation and a file stored somewhere in this distributed environment. SB
supportss a consistent manipulation of objects, transparent access to data and maintains
a knowledge base with facts about previous experiments. The graphics sub-system, SBG
is part of the SB environment. SBG/2-D is one of the graphics sub-systems supporting
interactive visualization of the 3-D lattice of electron density and masks. SBG/2-D consists
of a set of routines for displaying electron density contour maps and mask maps in 2-D.
The data is displayed in sections, parallel to one of the principal planes of coordinates. The
following types of maps can be produced using SBG/2-D:
• Mask maps, as shown in Figure 1.
• Electron density contour maps, see Figure 2.
• Electron density contour maps superimposed on mask maps, as shown in Figure 3.
• Electron density point maps, like those in Figure 4.
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Figures 1 to 4 display data related to the Human Rhinovirus 16, HRV16. The cell dimensions
are a = 362.6A, b = 347.1A, c = 334.9A, a = 90.0°, (3 = 90.0° and, = 90.0°. The
non-crystallographic redundancy of HRV16 is 30. There are 10,644,480 grid points in the
asymmetric unit and 5,356,345 within the protein.
The early versions of SBG/2-D were based on the NCAR Graphics package [3]. But the
NCAR contouring routines are not very efficient and NCAR provides very little support for
interaction with the user. The current versions are based on X-Windows and run on Sun4
and SGl workstations. SBG/2-D can be used as a standalone packages or can be integrated
within the SB environment [7].
The first part of the report describes the user interface to SBG/2-D. The second part
gives some insight into the internal structure of the program, describes the input data format,
shows how to install the program and provides some timing results.
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The User Interface

The Main Window of the interface is displayed when the application is started and it remains
on the screen for the entire duration of the session. It consists of a menu bar in which each
item is a pull-down menu. These menus are described below.
The Input Menu allows to specify the source of the data to be visualized. It provides the
following options: (a) File Name gives the name of the input data file, if this resides on a
local machine. (b) Object Name gives the name of an object and it is used if the user needs
to visualize a file located on a remote host. This option is disabled when SBG/2-D runs
in standalone mode, without access to a catalog of objects. (c) Display Header is used to
display the information contained in the file header. It can be selected only after an input
data file/object has been specified. Figure 5 shows the file header for the data presented in
Figures 1 through 4.
The Display Menu allows the user to specify the types of maps to be produced and displayed. The menu becomes sensitive only after an input file/object name has been specified.
There are four types of maps: (l)Particle Masks. The plot contains only masks and information related to them. (2) Contours. The plot contains 2-D electron density contour maps.
(3) Masks and Contours. The plot contains electron density contour maps and a background
of mask(s). (4) Electron Density. The plot contains a 2-D map in which grid points with
electron density in the same interval have the same color.
After a display option is chosen, the user must interactively specify the orientation of
the sections to be displayed (X, Y or Z) and the numbers of the first and last sections to be
3

Figure 1: A display of the masks in Section 2 in the y direction for the HRV16 virus at low
resolution. The masks identify different particles, the solvent, and the nucleic acid in a unit
cell.
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Figure 2: A display of the electron density contour maps
the HRV16 virus at low resolution.
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Figure 3: A display of the electron density contour maps superimposed upon the masks for
Section 2 in the y direction for the HRV16 virus at low resolution.
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Figure 4: A display of the electron density point maps for Section 2 in the y direction for
the HRV16 virus at low resolution.
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE SYSTEM:
Date of File Creation: 51 9/94
Time of File Creation: 20:52: 801/06/94
Machine Name: srm.cc.purdue.edu
Operating System: Unix
Machine Architecture: Intel iPSC/860
INFORMATION ABOUT THE FILE:
Program Name: ENVELOPE
Program Version: V1/1.2
Full path of the executable: Ihome/ipscgate/u 10/crystiProg/i860/EnveiopeIV 1/'
Date when the executable was created: 01/06/94
Header Length (in bytes): 65536
File Length (in bytes): 24936448
Comment: The Envelope program has currently 13 working options. The maxin
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM:
Cell: a = 362.56, b = 347.11, c = 334.90
alpha = 90.00, beta = 90.00, gamma = 90.00
Reciprocal Cell: a* = 0.00, b* = 0.00, c* = 0.00
nsym = 4
sym:
-1.00
-1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

(

0.1
0.1

Figure 5: A display of the file header of the data file containing the electron density and
masks for the HRV16 virus. The data is produced by the program which computes the
molecular envelope [1].
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considered for visualization. If electron density is to be displayed, then the user must also
specify the electron density intervals to be plotted, by specifying the lower and the upper
bound, as well as a step for each of the intervals.
The Functions Menu becomes sensitive only if a plot is displayed and it allows the user to
perform operations on the current plot. The following functions are available:

Next Plane - display the next consecutive section in the data file. If the current section is
the last one in the group then a wrap around occurs and the first section in the group
is displayed next.
Previous Plane - display the previous section. If the current section is the first one in the
group then the last section is displayed next.
Go To Plane - display a specific section within the group.
Histogram - produce a histogram for the current plot, in a separate window. The mask
histogram shows the number of grid points associated with each mask. The electron
density histogram shows the number of grid points with the electron density values
between consecutive contour levels.
Color - switch from a plot using tones of gray to a color plot. This option is sensitive only
when the current plot is monocolor (tones of gray).
Mono - switch from a color plot to one which uses only tones of gray. This option is sensitive
only when the current plot is color.
Zoom In - enlarge and display a rectangular region of the plot. The user specifies this
region using the leftmost button of the mouse to define the upper left and the lower
right corners of the region. The zooming can be performed on the original picture or
on an already zoomed region. Contour maps allow only one zooming. A corner cutting
algorithm is performed on the zoomed region, to smooth the contours.
Zoom Out - restore the image displayed before the last zoom in performed.
Unzoom - restore the picture to its original size.
Print - print a PostScript file containing a screen dump of any of the windows on the screen.
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The Preferences Menu offers the user the possibility to customize the plot, to change the
default colors and fonts used for it. It provides the following functions:
Color Editor - allows the user to modify interactively the colors of the masks in a mask
map or those of the electron density in an electron density point map. The editing
is done by using three slider bars to specify the red, green and blue components of
the new color. The mask or electron density to be colored is specified by clicking the
leftmost mouse button on any point within that mask or electron density and then the
new color is applied to it by pressing the Apply button in the color editor window.
Color Names - serves the same purpose as the color editor. Instead of specifying a color by
providing its RGB components, the user is allowed to choose the color form a list of
color names.
Gray Scale - is the color editor counterpart when the current plot is displayed in monocolor
mode. A slider bar allows the user to specify the nuance of gray to be applied to a
mask or electron density interval.
Fonts - allows the user to interactively change the fonts for the current plot.
Printer Setup - allows the user to specify the name of a PostScript printer to be used for
obtaining hardcopies of the current plot.
Printing Mode - allows the user to chose between color or grayscale hardcopy.

The Exit Menu allows the user to terminate a session and the Help Menu provides online
help for using SBG/2-D.
The Display Window contains the map and information related to it. It is divided into a
drawing area, a display information area and a unit cell information area. In addition to these
areas, depending on the display mode, the display window may also contain a contour level
information area and one or two legends. The drawing area is the main part of the display
window and contains the map. The display information area contains information related to
the map, such as the first, last and current section numbers, the cursor position measured
in grid points and the value of the mask or electron density at the current grid point. The
unit cell information area shows the unit cell dimensions and the coordinate system for the
current map. The contour level information area is present on electron density plots and
shows the electron density intervals for the current map. The legends are used to specify the
association color - mask/electron density value for the current map.
10
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Internals

The X Environment. The X-Window System is a network-transparent operating environment which supports multiple overlapping windows on a variety of workstations [5].
Network-transparency means that applications can run on one workstation and display the
output using a display head connected to the same or to a different workstation. Applications requiring extensive computations can run and do data rendering on a supercomputer
but display the results on a high performance workstation connected to the supercomputer
by a high speed network. It is not necessary to alter an X program in any way to make it
connect over the network to a remote workstation. Hence, X applications are portable [5].
For example to run SBG /2-D on t ismana. cs . purdue. edu, an SGI workstation, but display
the results on dragomirna. cs . purdue. edu, a SUN 4 workstation, the following actions are
necessary prior to running the application.
on tismana:

setenv DISPLAY dragomirna.cs.purdue.edu:O
(inform the shell that it is to display the data on dragomirna).

on dragomirna:

xhost + tismana.cs.purdue.edu
(inform dragomirna that it will be used as an X-window display).

SBG/2-D is an X-Window application. Like any X application, once a display connection
is established, it interacts with the workstation by manipulating resources. Resources include
windows, bitmaps, fonts) colors and other data structures used by the application. Events
are used to report changes to the workstation's display [5].
SBG/2-D uses a combination of functions from different layers of the X-Window system
(Xlib, Xtlntrinsics,Motif) and a widget set. Widgets are components that allow the creation
of the user interface. They include menus, scrollbars, dialog boxes [4]. Some widgets provide
"hooks" that allow the applications to define procedures to be called when some widgetspecific condition occurs [4]. These "hooks" are known as callback lists and the application
procedures are known as callback functions.
The Builder Xcessory Tool. The SBG/2-D user interface was created using an interface
building tool called BX and described in [2]. The Builder Xcessory Tool, BX, is a package
for building and testing user interfaces. In BX, widgets are selected from a Palette then
positioned on the screen and resized using the mouse. The resources associated with a widget
are set using the Resource Editor. BX allows programmers to build interfaces hierarchically.
Every time a widget is placed on top of another, it becomes its child. Only legal combinations
in this hierarchy are allowed and the widget hierarchy can be displayed using the Browser.
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BX provides two working modes: the Build Mode and the Play Mode. The interface
construction is done in Build Mode and the interface can be tested by switching to Play
Mode. In Play Mode the objects of the interface behave in normal manner, but the userdefined callbacks are not connected. BX has a code generator used to generate C code for
the "skeleton" of the user interface.
Map Construction. Once a data file/object name has been specified, one or more maps

can be produced for this file. The general structure of the map construction algorithm used
in SBG/2-D is the following:
Step 1. Extract the section of interest from the data file.
Step 2. Compute a linear transformation that maps the section for which the map is to be
produced onto the drawing area of the Display Window. A best fit policy is used to fit
the map into the drawing area. The linear transformation has the form:

where AI, BI, 01, A 2 , B 2 , O2 are determined in such a way that the "shape" of the
unit cell is preserved. Figure 6 shows an example. Figure 6a represents a section
to be displayed in the drawing area. Figure 6b represents the drawing area. The
parameters AI, BI, 01, A 2 , B 2 , C2 of the linear transformation L are determined such
that PI will be mapped into D I and P2 , P3 , P4 are mapped into E 2 , E 3 , E 4 in such a way
that D I E 2 E 3 E 4 is the largest representation of the unit cell in the drawing area that
preserves its "shape". Figure 6c shows how the section are displayed in the drawing
area after the linear transformation is performed.
Step 3. Create the map by associating to each pixel in the drawing area: (a) a color, (b) a
value (mask or electron density), and (c) the grid coordinates. The purpose of storing
this information is to allow cursor tracking. This gives the user the possibility to point
with the mouse cursor to a point on the map and to obtain the grid coordinates of
that point and the value of the electron density or mask associated with it. Electron
density contour maps have only the grid coordinates associated with every pixel.
Step 4. Draw the map into the drawing area.
Source Code. The source code for the SBG/2-D package is located in
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 6: The second step in the map construction algorithm. Figure 6a represents the
section to be displayed, Figure 6b represents the drawing area, and Figure 6c shows the
result of applying the linear transformation L using a 'best fit' policy.
/homes/sb/Prog/Sun/2DContourED
Versions VI and V2 are based on NCAR and versions V3 and V4 are X-window applications.

To create your own copy of the code, the following steps must be taken:
Step 1. Get a version of the source code
- create a subdirectory called, say, SBG2-D
- copy in SBG2-D the tarfile containing the source code
ftp dragomirna.cs.purdue.edu
cd /homes/sb/Prog/Sun/2DContourED/V4
get tarfile
tar -xvf tarfile
Step 2. Create an executable for your system
- create the makefile
xmkmf
- modify the Makefile created in the previous step by adding the - 1m option. This
informs the linker that the math library is used. See the README file for details.
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- create the executable called pse
make

Input File Formats. The data files used as input by SBG/2-D consist of a 64K header
followed by binary data [1].
file
header
(64 K bytes)

binary data

The binary data is organized either in brick or in section-by-section format as explained in
[1]. The bricks format is the standard external data format used by the Molecular Replacement Program suite and the section by section formats are internal formats produced by
FFTSYNTH and the ENVELOPE programs. Provisions to support input data in the CCP4
format will be incorporated in the next versions of the program.
Internal Default Files. Default values for the input parameters and for the colors are
recorded in three default files. When the user alters any of these values, the corresponding
file is updated and the new value becomes a default value for the next run.
There are three default files:
_SBparam. in - contains values for the section parameters
_SBinterv. in - contains values for the electron density intervals
_SBmcolors . in - contains values for the mask colors

Error Conditions. Whenever the user tries to perform an invalid action, an error or a
warning code displayed in a message window. Then, the program is resumed in the last valid
state, before the state in which the error occurred. Error and warning codes are defined in
the file mask.h and handled by the module error. c.
Timing Results. Table 1 gives time measurements for a 24 Mbytes file in brick format
produced by version 1.2 of the ENVELOPE program [1]. Execution times and a summary of
the profiling results are tabulated for each type of map that can be produced in SBG/2-D.
The Program Structure. All program modules are written in C. The skeleton of the
interface was generated using BX version 3.0. [3]. The rest of the code was built on top of
this skeleton. The main modules perform functions associated with each of the pull-down
menus:
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Table 1: The time to display one section (121657 grid points) on a Sun 4 and an SGI XZ4000
workstations. For displays B, C and D three electron density contour levels are used.
Type of Display

Time

Workstation
SUN 4 SGI

A. Mask Map
read input data (%)
creation (%)
buffering and drawing (%)
others (%)
Total (seconds)

5.6
16.7
15.5
62.2
7.67

25.7
9.6
11.5
53.2
4.78

read input data (%)
contouring (%)
creation and drawing (%)
others (%)
Total (seconds)

3.9
24.8
17.3
24.0
13.09

18.3
22.4
15.3
44.0
4.98

5.6
6.8

23.2
5.8

B. Electron Density
Contour Map

C.

D.

Electron Density
Contour Maps superimposed
over Masks
read input data (%)
mask map creation (%)
mask map buffering
and drawing (%)
contouring (%)
contour map creation
and drawing (%)
others (%)
Total (seconds)

7.0
17.7

12.5
12.5

12.5
50.4
18.63

9.1
43.5
8.56

read input data (%)
creation (%)
buffering and drawing (%)
others (%)
Total (seconds)

4.3
29.9
10.4
55.4
12.21

20.0
21.0
9.6
49.4
5.84

Electron Density
Point Map
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• Input. c - for processing the input data
• Display. c - for displaying maps
• Funct ion. c - for performing a given function on the current map
• Preferences. c - for customizing the environment
• Help. c - for providing on-line help
Some additional modules are:
• creation. c - contains routines for building the interface widgets
• callbacks. c - contains callback routines
• alloc. c - contains memory allocation routines
• f illdsp . c - contains routines for input data conversion

Functions for Processing the Input Data
readheader: reads all the information contained in the header of the input data file.
fill...header _info: writes the header information into a buffer which will subsequently be
displayed in the Header Display Window.
readinfo: reads the masks from the input data file.
read_ed_info: reads the electron densities from the input data file.
max....min_ed:
section.

computes the maximum and the minimum electron density in the current

build_clv:
computes the electron density contour levels from the (low,high,step) triples
that define the electron density intervals.
Routines for Displaying Mask Maps
iniLdat a: initializes the data structures for the display of the mask image.
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create..lllask_image: build the mask image
draw..lllask_image:

display the mask image using buffering.

Routines for Displaying Contour Maps
init_ed_data: initializes the data structures for the display of the electron density contour
Image.
create_contour--image: build the contour map by calling the contouring routine for each
level to be contoured.
find--intersection: checks for the intersection of a contour with a grid edge.
contour: starts the contouring of a contour level curve.
thread: follows a contour till it closes or the border of the grid is encountered.
init..lllarks: initializes the horizontal and vertical edge flags for the contouring algorithm.
Routines for Displaying Electron Density Point Maps
create_ed_image: builds the electron density image, in which the density is represented
with the corresponding color as a third dimension.
draw_ed_image: displays the electron density image, in which the density is represented
with the corresponding color as a third dimension.
find~evel:

determines the electron density interval to which a given value of the electron
density belongs.
Buffering Routines
init_buffer: initializes the image buffer.

buffer-point: buffers an (x,y) pixel according to its color.
flush_buffer: empties the contents of the buffer at the end of the buffering.
Routines for Drawing a Plane
draw_plane: creates and displays the image corresponding to a specified section.
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Routines for Displaying Histograms
init...hist: initializes the histogram data structures.
make...mask...hisLimage: builds the mask histogram.
make_ed...hist_image: builds the electron density histogram.

Routines for Changing the Color Mode
switch_color...mode: switches between MONO and COLOR color modes.

Routines for Zooming
init...zoom_data: initializes the zooming data structures.
create...zoom_image: builds a zoomed in (out) image.
make...zoom_contour-image: builds a zoomed portion of the contour map.

Functions for Customizing the Environment
show_color: colors the drawing area of the color editor with the color corresponding to the

current position of the slider bars.
show..gray: colors the drawing area of the gray scale with the color corresponding to the

current position of the slider bar.
get_color: computes the index of a color (or gray nuance) in the color array, gIVen an

(RGB) triple.
Functions for Providing On-Line Help
get...help: reads the help file in a buffer which will be displayed in a scrolled window.
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Appendix. The Contouring Algorithm
The contouring algorithm used in SBG/2-D is based on [7].
Input: A two-dimensional array whose entries represent values of the electron density:
p(x, y), with 1 ::::; x ::::; n x , 1 ::::; y ::::; ny, where n x and n y are the dimensions of the grid.
Output: Lists of x and y coordinates of successive points on each contour line.
(e.g. Con = {A 1 (xI,Yd,A z(xz,Yz),"'})

There are two types of contours produced by the contouring program: (a)open contours,
for which the endpoints need not coincide and which are always situated on the border of
the grid; (b) closed contours, for which the endpoints must coincide and which are entirely
contained in the interior of the grid.
The algorithm first scans the border of the grid and finds all "open" contours. Than it
scans the interior rows of the" grid" and finds all "closed" contours. To find a contour, the
algorithm searches for two adjacent grid points such that one of them is greater or equal
and the other is smaller than the value to be contoured. This means that the contour line
passes between the points. Its position is found by linear interpolation and it is considered
the "initial" point of the contour line. Then, using the grid point of larger value as center,
successive points on the contour line are computed at angles of 45° (clockwise) along the
lines extending to the eight points immediately adjacent. Linear interpolation is used to find
the plot points in the vertical and horizontal directions. For the points on the diagonals,
the density at the center point of each grid box is found as the average of the values at
the corners. The point on the contour line is then found by linear interpolation along the
diagonal. When the contour line does not pass between the points, the center of reference
is transferred to the second point around which contour points at 45° angles continue to be
found. When points on the diagonals lie beyond the midpoint, they will be found in inverse
order by the algorithm, so they must be reversed before the contour is drawn.
A curve is terminated if the initial point is reached again or if the border of the grid is
encountered. As points on the curve are identified, grid edges are marked as already visited
by the current contour line. After a contour line is terminated, the scan of the grid for the
remaining contours is resumed.
The (x,y) points on the contour lines are calculated from the grid points (input array
entries) as though the axes are perpendicular and the scale factors are one. Just before
drawing the contours, a linear transformation is performed on the points obtained to produce
the proper angle and scale.
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